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 The Kenner Chain Wall® precast 

concrete foundation platform solution   

provides a structurally sound, on-grade or 

elevated foundation to support your      

prefabricated modular equipment shelter 

or protective control building. Delivered to 

your site as a finished engineered       

foundation, the patented design expedites    

installation and can avoid potential time 

delays due to weather, quality control     

issues in the field and additional costs associated with cast-in-place or    

galvanized steel platform alternatives.  Kenner Chain Walls® are custom 

built to fit various building sizes and elevation requirements and can be    

delivered anywhere in the Continental United States.                           
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PRECAST MODULAR  FOUNDATION SOLUTION 

SUPPORTED INDUSTRIES 

 Telecommunications 

 Oil & Gas/Petrochem 

 Transportation 

 Energy 

 Law Enforcement 

 Government 

 Emergency Services 
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 Standard/Common sizes:  

 L = up to 32 ft.  (or end to end for   
 longer foundations) 

 W = up to 14.5 ft.  (or side by side for 
 wider foundations) 

 H = 6 in. to 8 ft. AGL  (or stackable for 
 20 ft. AGL) 

 Custom designed and manufactured per  
project specifications 

 Accommodates standard buildings 18ft., 
20ft., & 28ft. 

 Versatility with new installation or an         
existing foundation 

 On-Grade, Elevated, or double elevated   
foundations 

 Seismic or Non-Seismic foundation options 

 Nationwide manufacturing facilities for      
logistics and transportation cost              
containment 

 Generator decks and pads, stairway        
footings, landing pads, and door stoops are 
also available 

 

 Virtually eliminates weather delays,        

allowing for an expedited schedule and 

deployment  

 Eliminate concrete cast-in-place pours, 

form work, (installation, tear down and  

disposal) and curing time 

 Serve as a foundation and platform in one 

 Same day installation as modular building 

(only one crane needed) 

 Flood zone and storm surge protection 

 Ease of installation/implementation 

 Expedites inspection and permit process 

and allows for minimal site prep and      

installation labor required 

 Factory controlled quality assurance    

program 

 Ability to be installed on challenging      

topography and relocatable (*depending 

on certain factors) 

 

Elevated with Stairs Double Elevated with Platform and Stairs 
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FEATURES BENEFITS 
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 Equipment Shelters/Prefabricated    

Protective Buildings 

 Cabinets 

 Generators 

 Fuel Tanks 

 Other Structures 

APPLICATIONS 
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